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New User Registration

+Userid
+username
+password
+Emailid
+Uploadimage

+Submit the information()

Upload image list

+add the new image
+to check the list
+add the text based images
+add the structural based images

+check that image list()
+based on to identify the ranking()

Check the structural features

+check with user friendly images
+change the image features
+check the size of image

+delete the duplicate images()

Reranking results

+combining of text results
+combine of structural results

+to show the different rankings()

Login

+Username
+password

+verify the information()



Sequence Diagram: 

 

 

 

New user Registration Login Text based results identify the ranking check the structural features Generate the reranking Database

1 : Store the new user info()

2 : enter the username and password()

3 : Loginfailed()

4 : Display the image list()

5 : generate the rank based on the text()

6 : duplicate images can be available()

7 : check the structural info()
8 : generate the reranking based on the text and structurak info()



Collaboration Diagram: 

 

 

 

New user RegistrationLogin

Text based results

identify the ranking

check the structural features

Generate the reranking

Database

1 : Store the new user info()

2 : enter the username and password()

3 : Loginfailed()

4 : Display the image list()

5 : generate the rank based on the text()

6 : duplicate images can be available()

7 : check the structural info()

8 : generate the reranking based on the text and structurak info()



Use Case Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

User
Admin

New User Registration

Login

Upload image

Search keyword

textg results can be displayed

identify the ranking

Check the text and structural features

Generate the reranking results



State Chart Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

identify the search result

Gives that ranking based on the text result

Check the structural info

Reranking result can be displayed

provide the result



Activity Diagram: 

 

 

enter new user information

upload images

search text query

identify the relevant and irrelevant images

ranking identifying


